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How God strengthened Ezekiel's situation and how he used unusual methods

of t getting the hearing of the people, to get them to listen. and how a

in certain situations he cause d his attention to go in another direction

which would increase 4e- the attention ..but not . . .Well, now there

4- is much more that we could say about this general progresss of Ezekiel

but I thought that this would open up some very intereating things in conction

with it, Ezekiel promises a new heart and new spirit and ...maybe we can me

back that before the year is over, but I think now we will turn to Isaiah

unless you have some further question or point to be .---re'e- There is a

man named Jack Finnegan. He published a book about 1940,--there was a new a44

edition about 10-1.5 years later. That book ae a¬- is related. to the Bible-

now, ocourse individual books... Now, if you want picutres there is a book

in the ?4-a- library e4- called Ancient Near Eastern ¬e-. Pictures.

related to the ea- Old. Testament . That is a big book publis1 by the. University

Press which-has pictures of archaeological . ..of Egypt and. Babylon. And

it has a bit of discussion. And then there is a companion Bible , 4i- of ancient

near ...Eastern tests, .a4 which has translations.. those are good .... they

have a good presentation .....ae there are those that say that everybody is

pre±judiced ,se-- I like to .... by people who are prejudiced in an

opposite direction. Tee If you want a general ...there is a book cae- called

Modern Scientee and Christian Faith , pu.b1ihed by the Scientific .... it has

in it an a 4.e4i4 article in it about 30 pages long by myself,- -.Me-archaeolor

in relation to the Bible, and in this 30 pages or so I spent a lot of rather

..in fact there is a lot of materiax lxx --frema viewpoint of syntax in

Isa. 55 we have some very interesting things ...Mr. tee , would you start -e

first one. It is interesting how our ng1ish words ...Ho is just an exclamaAtion.

It is interesting how our .nglish word Ho . e haven't had athing like this

in Isa. We have been dealing with particular people and particular situation
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